Technical sheet
Artichokes in Cloves
Ingredients
Qty nominal

290 g

Drained Weight

200 g

Manufacturing process
Features
Tasting notes
Odour
texture
flavor

Conservation
Storage Instructions

Shelf - life
Duration after opening
O.G.M.

Packing unit sales

Artichokes, olive oil extra virgin (100%
Italian), white wine, wine vinegar, salt.

Machined from fresh produce.
Appearance Artichokes split in half
Color: Yellow with light green
Typical intense
tough and particularly crunchy
Sweet and delicate

In extra virgin olive oil
Store in a cool, dry place, keep away from direct sources of heat and / or indirect protect
against sudden temperature changes. Do not expose to direct sunlight or direct light
sources for extended periods. Store in the refrigerator after opening.
24 months (applicable to the product when stored under recommended conditions of
observing)
1 Month (in a refrigerator 2 ° - 8 °)
The product does not contain genetically modified organisms, nor has it been handled
or processes that involve the use (2006/1829 / EC-2006/1830 / EC)
The product does not contain gluten gluten.
314 ml glass jar with safety capsule diam. 70 Twist-off
Diameter: 7.50 cm Height: 11.5 cm

All packages provided are guaranteed and certified for food use.
Transport at ambient temperature, where it refers to a temperature not exceeding 20 ° - 25 °. The conditions of
transport must ensure integrity and quality of the goods that must be protected from weather, pests, moisture, dust
and anything else that may affect its quality

PALLETISATION
Pcs per
carton
12

Gross
weight
carton
6,3 kg

Dimension
carton L x P x H
31 x 24,5 x 13,5

Cartons per
Layer (pallet
80 x 120)
12

Cartons per
pallet
(pallet 80 x 120)
144

Pcs per
pallet

Height pallet

Gross
weight pallet

1728

177cm

922,2 kg
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